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Nutritional Supplement. Hematonic & myogenic oral agent. (Many of these statements currently have not been
evaluated by the actual Food and in addition Drug Administration or even the Japanese Ministry of Wellness. This
product is actually not intended to diagnose, treat, remedy or perhaps avoid any kind of condition or illness.)
Formulated within Japan.
Precisely what is:2A, 3A EPITHIO-17A-METHYL-5A-ANDROSTAN-17B-OL
Equally authored as: 2A, 3A-EPITHIO-17A-METHYL-17B-HYDROXY-5A-ADROSTAN
Its a prohormone or alternatively designer steroid regardless of what we like. its a legal alternatice with AAS (anabolic
plus androgenic steroids)
What is Epistane?
Epistane is actually one of the newest designer steroids about the market today, and in addition it is very gaining
attention very immediately. Epistane is a methylated variation associated with the controlled substance Epitiostanol

(2±,3±-Epithio-5±-androstan-17²-ol), which ended up being created within the 1960?s and employed because a
treatment for breast cancer. Because the only region Epitiostanol can be just availabe at this time typically is in japan,
chemists added a methyl group in order to the actual compound plus the final product ended up being a substance at
present recognised as Epistane. Epistane can be a sulfur containing steroid that is recognized with currently have strong
plus lengthy lasting anti-estrogenic activity in addition to weak androgenic as well as mytropic escapades.
What you are able to expect?
Since it typically is designed in order to be anti-estrogenic you are able to anticipate especially dry gains from this
compound. Epistane has low androgenic to anabolic activity. This particular meaning it is significantly more anabolic
subsequently androgenic. Therefore making sides extremely minimal with non existant from this substance.
Furthermore specific of the fantastic attributes of this substance is actually that it does a superb job in keeping the
natural suppression of the gonads away. Since it has anti-estrogenic properties it keeps your LH degrees elevated not to
mention it happens to be also said simultaneously by research as well as human trial which epistane could very well
currently have the actual ability with lower gyno. This is still a widely debated outcome of epistane but typically is
actually showing more plus more positive results because it becomes more common. Even though users usually see dry
gains about epistane it refuses to mean which it might be any insufficient for a bulking cycle. After all it would
definitely be beneficial due to the fact it would generate lean gains. By research it really is reported which many
consumers who have taken this particular substance currently have gained anywhere from 5-12 lbs within a 3-5 week
cycle. At present inside my opinion epistane would be greater with regard to a cutting cycle with keep the actual human
body dry while keeping plus perhaps add more lean muscle mass tissue.
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